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Introduction
Email-based attacks (e.g., phishing) continue to be the most common entry point
for threat actors worldwide. Commonly, the email arrives with a malicious link or
an attachment of a Word document, an Excel spreadsheet, or a zip file containing
Office documents. These Office documents may run a macro once the user
“enables content,” which will then try to download a malicious script or piece
of malware to infect the end-user’s endpoint. Threat Actors incorporate various
social engineering concepts through their emails, generating a sense of urgency
(e.g., subject lines such as “Password Reset Login in 2 days”) or promising
financial reward (e.g., subject lines such as “Your 401k RTOs have vested, click
here to login and review your account”) to increase the rate of target users
following links or executing malicious attachments.
In early October, the FortiGuard Responder team began to investigate new
malware and activity that was associated with the Threat Actor Group known
as TA505 and would later be dubbed “MirrorBlast” by Proofpoint. This activity
had many similarities with TA505 campaigns from 2019 and 2020. While the
newly observed suspicious activity and behavior we came across did have a
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strong resemblance to old TA505 TTPs, there were some key changes in their TTPs as part of this new campaign. New
developments with their codebase included the use of novel intermediate downloaders/droppers scripted in Rebol and
KiXtart, both legitimate programs used to execute scripts written in their own respective languages. These new downloaders
perform functionality of the kill chain such as reconnaissance, privilege escalation, and persistence by pulling in stages of
incremental malware while hiding as legitimate programs. A spike in activity associated with IOCs linked to these previously
reported attacks detected by FortiGuard Threat Intelligence resources in late December 2021 prompted a more formal
analysis of this type of attack by the FortiGuard Responder team, which is outlined below.

High-level Summary Attack Chain
nnAn

email containing one of the below:

llExcel
llURL
nnThe

directly linking to an Excel file

Excel file macros download and run the First MSI file named filter.msi

llFile
nnThe

attachment or

location: C:\Windows\Installer\ filter.msi (MSI file retrieved after enabling spreadsheet macros)

MSI file executes an embedded KiXtart loader that masquerades as svchost.exe

llFile

location: C:\ProgramData\Excel\svchost.exe

llFile

description: Windows EXE created by filter.msi

llRun

method: “C:\ProgramData\Excel\svchost.exe” C:\ProgramData\Excel\svchost.bin

llFile

location: C:\ProgramData\Excel\svchost.bin

llFile

description: data binary used by the above EXE

nnThe

KiXtart loader receives a command from the C&C server to download a secondary MSI file named loader.msi that
executes which will download and install REBOL view and a Rebol encoded stager script (aka “MirrorBlast”) named exemble.rb

llFile

location: C:\Windows\Installer\loader.msi

llloader.msi

creates

llFile

location: C:\ProgramData\Local\Google\rebol-view-278-3-1.exe

llFile

description: REBOL view EXE created by load.msi

llRun

method: “C:\ProgramData\Local\Google\rebol-view-278-3-1.exe” -w -i -s C:/ProgramData/Local/Google/exemple.rb

nnMirrorBlast

will then download additional secondary Rebol script stagers to drop ReflectiveGnome Loaders named dwm-x32.
exe/ dwm-x64.exe

llFile

location: C:\ProgramData\Local\Google\ dwm-x32.exe

llFile

location: C:\ProgramData\Local\Google\ dwm-x64.exe

nnReflectiveGnome

will in turn attempt to download shellcode to be executed on the compromised endpoint

In this article, we will dive deeper into the suspected Threat Actor Group TA505 MirrorBlast activity outlined above, mapping
IOCs and TTPs to the cyber kill chain and the MITRE ATT&CK framework. A list of IOCs and Threat Hunting queries related to
this analysis are also provided at the end of the article to support your own threat hunting efforts.
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Initial Access and Execution
In the case of this MirrorBlast campaign, the Threat Actor gains initial access by sending a phishing email with an embedded
link to a malicious webpage. The webpage hosted an Excel document that, when downloaded, opened, and macros enabled,
would lead to the execution of an embedded macro. This macro downloads and runs multiple MSI files and stagers along with
legitimate software (REBOL/KiXtart) to execute malicious embedded Rebol loaders, to finally attempt to download and execute
shellcode payloads through the ReflectiveGnome loader.
Below is an example of the malicious email and the following Excel spreadsheet.

Figure 1: Email purporting to be from an automated report service linked to a legitimate insurance service based out of India.

The email seems to be from an authentic legitimate domain that we suspected was compromised during this campaign. This
technique of using compromised infrastructure to deliver phishing content greatly increases the effectiveness of phishing
campaigns. Given that user training is less effective at preventing phishing campaigns that come from a trusted source like this,
social engineering TTPs like this provide a great example of why a layered approach to cybersecurity is so critical.
Once the user clicks the link to download the report from the email, it will download and open the spreadsheet. Microsoft Excel
will show a security warning that macros are disabled by default. By default, Microsoft Excel prevents execution of macros. The
spreadsheet looks legitimate with Microsoft Excel logos and the standard Excel green background and includes instructions on
how to “unlock” the document. This is a social engineering attempt to convince the user to enable the execution of macros. A
screenshot of the Excel document is shown in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: Excel spreadsheet showing the security warning and “Macros have been disabled.”

Excel Macros Analysis
After the user enables content, the macro script will run using the Auto_Open function native to Microsoft Excel. The Auto_Open
function runs the macro automatically when the target workbook is opened in Excel.

Figure 3: Excel sheet macro code using the Auto_Open function to run the malicious obfuscated code automatically when Excel starts.

The JavaScript code responsible for downloading the next stage MSI file was obfuscated with string reversing, which is
de-obfuscated at runtime using simple functions hidden in the document Category and Title fields. Figure 4 below shows
the embedded obfuscated JavaScript stored in the Excel workbook properties. JavaScript is easy for the malware author
to obfuscate and provides opportunities to add layers of obfuscation to their macro payloads. Once obfuscated and hidden
inside cells of the workbook properties, the JavaScript code is hidden from automated analysis tools that may use simple
string searches to identify malicious code.

Figure 4: Obfuscated JavaScript stored in the value of the Title property in the workbook properties.
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Once the code is de-obfuscated (see Figure 5 below), we can see that it uses an ActiveXObject to download and execute
a custom malicious MSI installer. After the JavaScript is run by the unsuspecting user, it will proceed to the above URL to
download and run the filter.msi installer and proceed with the infection.

Figure 5: De-obfuscated downloader JScript. This script downloads and executes the next stage—an MSI file named filter.msi.

While searching for threat intelligence on the above IP using the FortiGuard Central Threat System (CTS) platform, we noticed a
large spike in activity from monitored endpoints on December 17. Figure 6 below shows a graph of the spike in activity over this
period taken from CTS.

Figure 6: Investigation Tool Graph depicting the spike of associated activity from the IP address that was obfuscated.

After download, the MSI file “filter.msi” is executed by the msiexec process, which downloads and unpacks the KiXtart application
which is then used to execute a number of KiXtart scripts. On modern versions of Windows, the “ProgramData” folder is a hidden
folder located in the system drive. This folder is similar to the Application Data folders, but instead of having an individual folder for
each user, the ProgramData folder is shared among all the user accounts on an endpoint. This makes this a popular staging location
for malware, like this sample, as it is readily available to access regardless of the compromised user.
Figure 7 below shows internal references of assembly instructions push, call, test, jnz. Push is used to add a 32-bit value to the
top of the stack. In this case, that is the 32-bit KiXtart. Then a subsequent call is used to call a function and return to the next
instruction when finished. In this case, that function is the Windows API “_stricmp” function embedded in code of the file “svchost.
exe.” The _stricmp function compares strings such as string1 and string2 after converting each character to lowercase and
returns a value indicating their relationship. The presence of these assembly instructions and the values they contain indicate the
executable itself is not svchost.exe but a copy of the 32-bit KiXtart executable named “kix32.exe.” The kix32.exe process is also
known as KiXtart main executable and is a part of KiXtart (Version 2001, 2010). This software is produced by Ruud van Velsen
(Microsoft) (www.kixtart.org). Figure 8 below shows the metadata of the saved svchost.exe file matches that of the “kix32.exe”
KiXtart application.
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Figure 7: The KiXtart application “kix32.exe” masquerading as “svchost.exe” in the “C:\ProgramData\Excel” directory.

Figure 8: svchost.exe containing embedded metadata from KiXtart main executable.

Following unpacking of the KiXtart executable (saved as svchost.exe), Filter.msi will also unpack and execute a KiXtart script.
The script is unpacked to disc and saved as “svchost.bin” in the same “C:\ProgramData\Excel” directory. KiXtart scripts are
“tokenized” when they are compiled to obfuscate their contents, making analysis more difficult. To get around this, we can
take advantage of the KiXtart Detokenizer tool created by Jeremy Humble.1 Running the decode tool/script on the sample
allows us to correlate the behavior observed through FortiEDR (seen in Figure 10 below) and code in the decrypted and
detokenized sample (seen in Figure 9 below).
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Figure 9: Section of decoded and detokenized kix script (svchost.bin) showing embedded web request to identified C2 address.

Figure 10: This figure shows, using FortiEDR Threat Hunting telemetry, the kix script attempting external connection to C2 IP, as expected from
the decoded KiXtart script.

Figure 11: Web request containing Base64 encoded information taken from the compromised system. This information is sent to the C2, likely to
assist with target profiling.
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If a successful connection is made, the KiXtart loader will receive a secondary MSI file named loader.msi as part of the web request
response, which is saved and executed as outlined in the code depicted in Figure 9. The “loader.msi” file is saved at “C:\Windows\
Installer\loader.msi”. Just like the first msi, loader.msi silently runs in the background and creates a copy of the REBOL view
application at the following path: “C:\ProgramData\Local\Google\rebol-view-278-3-1.exe”.
Rebol-View software is legitimate programming software. Rebol-View is the GUI interface for REBOL, a “multi-paradigm dynamic
programming language” that was designed to be used for network communications and distributed computing. It is multi-platform,
can run on any operating system, and it introduced the idea of “dialecting”—small, optimized, domain-specific languages for code
and data. Typically, Rebol is used to program internet applications (client and server-side), database applications, utilities, and
multimedia applications.

Figure 12: Rebol Status and feature set with GUI. Notice the “Windows Registry Access,” “REBOL Internet Protocols,”
“Command Shell Access,” and “Dynamic Library Access” components available in the default install of Rebol-View.

After Rebol-View has been installed, the load.msi installer will drop and execute a REBOL script at the following location: ‘C:/
ProgramData/Local/Google/exemple.rb’ using the newly installed Rebol-View application. This script is a version of the MirrorBlast
RAT.2 The run method for the script (MirrorBlast) uses the parameters of: “C:\ProgramData\Local\Google\rebol-view-278-3-1.exe”
-w -i -s C:/ProgramData/Local/Google/exemple.rb. The contents of the REBOL script are Base64 encoded and are shown in both
encoded and decoded forms below in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Decoded Rebol stager script (exemple.rb).

These decoded commands can also be seen from the command line arguments of the “echo.exe” process called by Rebol-View, as
shown below in Figure 14 (taken from FortiEDR Threat Hunting interface).

Figure 14: Components of the Rebol stager script named exemple.rb decoded as part of the command line of an echo.exe child process
spawned the script execution. Taken from the FortiEDR Threat Hunting interface.

If execution is successful, it will attempt to make a new external network connection to the URL above “http://fidufagios[.]com”
using a simple GET request containing a Base64 string as a query (169.239.128[.]11 port 80 – fidufagios[.]com - GET /p?[base64
string]), which is hosted on a known MirrorBlastC2 IP address of 169.239.128[.]11.
As part of its execution, the “loader.msi” file will also establish persistence by creating a registry run key in the executing user’s
registry. This means that when the current user logs in the Rebol script, “exemple.rb” will be executed by the installed Rebol Viewer
application. The run key value is set as “Google Chrome” in an attempt to masquerade as a legitimate run key.

Figure 15: Loader.msi creates a registry RUN Key for persistence for exemple.rb masquerading in a fake Google Chrome key value.
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Investigating the visualization and graphing plot created by VirusTotal contributor “abvcti_brs” for the MirrorBlast C2 infrastructure,
we can see the above-mentioned URL and the associated activity and was still active as of January 28, 2022, from the “Last Seen
Timestamp” in VT. Note that the FortiGuard Responder team has not verified other IOCs included in this graph.

Figure 16: MirrorBlast C2 graph and the malicious URL activity observed.

After connection is made to the C2 domain, MirrorBlast will download and run a second Rebol script and attempt to download
ReflectiveGnome loaders named dwm-x32.exe and dwm-x64.exe and add additional directories to collect information on users/
domain/s, arch, UUIDs, OS. These loaders will also be saved to a subdirectory in the “C:\ProgramData\Local\Google” directory.

Figure 17: View of directories and files dropped during manual malware analysis.

ReflectiveGnome is a shellcode loader. The use of the ReflectiveGnome loader has been previously associated with TA505 activity
where it is used to deploy and execute additional downloaded shellcode payloads. Analysis of the observed Rebol scripts and their
use of ReflectiveGnome loader match unique TTPs previously attributed to this actor.
At the time of testing, the adversary infrastructure hosting the additional C2 was not available. This prevented the Rebol script from
downloading the payload shellcode from C2. Based on available threat intelligence, it is likely that the next stage of the intrusion
would have been the installation of the FlawedGrace RAT. FlawedGrace is a fully featured remote access tool (RAT) written in C++
that was first observed in late 2017 and has been attributed to previous TA505 activity. It runs solely on Windows and is highly
customable with a robust feature set that also encrypts its C2 configuration files with AES in CBC mode, thus making it very
difficult for Blue Team Defenders.
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Conclusion
In this analysis, FortiGuard Responder team analyzed artifacts associated with a MirrorBlast-based intrusion suspected to be linked
to TA505 activity. The use of proxy execution through two legitimate but somewhat niche third-party coding applications, KiXtart
and Rebol, highlight the flexibility of cyber adversaries in their attempts to subvert various security controls. While the actors’
unconventional approach to executing their final payload may have been effective at subverting poorly layered security controls,
it also lengthened their intrusion and created a significant volume of artifacts and indicators. By applying a layered approach to
mitigations, especially by introducing layers that incorporate behavioral analysis (like FortiEDR), organizations can easily detect
anomalous activity like that associated with such attacks.
The larger spike in activity associated with related C2 in December 2021 could also have been effectively mitigated had victim
organizations effectively applied Threat Intelligence sources (such as FortiGuard Labs). These threat feeds have been reporting
many of these malicious indicators since early October 2021, with OSINT available since mid-October 2021. Quality firewalls, web
filters, and email filters can be configured to automatically ingest credible Threat Intelligence and block such activity, empowering
security teams within organizations to contain attempted attacks before actors can gain a foothold.

Threat Hunting
The following threat hunting queries can be used in FortiEDR v5 Threat Hunting to identify potential anomalous events associated
with the intrusion outlined above. The TTPs predominantly focus on repeatable TTP-based detections rather than low-level IOCs
such as filenames, IP addresses, and file hashes. IP and file hash-related queries have been provided below for completeness but it
is suggested that readers aim to employ and tune the other TTP-based queries to maximize longevity of the indicator coverage.
To search for suspicious file creation events related to svchost masquerading:
Type:(“File Create”) AND Target.File.Name:(“svchost.exe”) NOT
Target.File.Path:(“\\Windows\\System32\\svchost.exe”)

To search for suspicious process creation events related to svchost masquerading:
Type:(“Process Creation”) AND Target.Process.Name:(“svchost.exe”) NOT
Target.Process.File.Path:(“\\Windows\\System32\\svchost.exe”)

To search for suspicious msi file creation events linked to Microsoft Office products:
Type:(“File Create”) AND Target.File.Ext:(“msi”) AND Source.Process.Name:(“excel.exe” OR
“winword.exe” OR “powerpnt.exe”)

To search for suspicious msiexec process chains linked to Microsoft Office products:
Type:(“Process Creation”) AND Target.Process.Name:(“msiexec.exe”) AND
Source.Process.Na`me:(“excel.exe” OR “winword.exe” OR “powerpnt.exe”)

To search for file creation events in the masquerading (fake) Google staging directory in ProgramData:
Type:(“File Create”) AND Target.File.Path:(“\\ProgramData\\Local\\Google\\”)

To search for file creation events for Rebol scripts. Note: This will induce false positives if the use of Rebol scripts is standard in
your environment.
Type:(“File Create”) AND Target.File.Ext:(“rb”)

To search for historic network connections to known network IOCs. Note: These have been de-fanged, remove "[‘ and ‘]" chars
before using search query. Also note that longevity of atomic indicators such as IP addresses is limited; you should aim to
automate ingestion of atomic IOC indicators where possible.
Type:(“Socket Connect”) AND RemoteIP:(“185.202.93[.]201” OR “194.180.174[.]6” OR “169.239.128[.]11”)
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To search for file hashes associated with executables employed within the analyzed intrusion. Note: Longevity of atomic
indicators such as file hashes is limited and depends on the associated TTP. FortiEDR automatically integrates atomic IOCs like
these into its analysis, so this query is best used for historical hunting.
KiXtart Application
Type:(“Process Creation”) AND
Target.Process.File.SHA1:(“AF1C6129EF6BBC51B31C6CC64799CC6299047A39”)

Rebol Viewer Application
Type:(“Process Creation”) AND
Target.Process.File.SHA1:(“1DEF65DDE53AB24C122DA6C76646A36D7D910790”)

ReflectiveGnome Loader
Type:(“Process Creation”) AND
Target.Process.File.SHA1:(“8AD3F5D6A7836315247C9E0C7B1FF1FF8F1B60DA” OR
“521A9668DBCD2A7B4A9B41797D748C92ECB642F5”)

MITRE ATT&CK Mapping
TA0001 – Initial Access
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1566

Phishing

Phishing email was the access method used for this intrusion.

Mitigation

Deploy an antivirus to quarantine suspicious files.
Deploy a network intrusion prevention system, and systems designed to scan and remove malicious email
attachments or links can be used to block activity.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiClient, FortiGate, FortiMail

TA0002 – Execution
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1059

Command and Scripting
Interpreter

The actor employed two nonstandard command and scripting
interpreters as part of this intrusion: KiXtart and Rebol. These are
uncommon interpreters.

Mitigation

Abuse of legitimate software is best detected through a behavioral detection tool such as FortiEDR.
Application whitelisting enforced in an environment can be effective at blocking anomalous interpreters
like these from execution. Application-based firewalls can be useful for preventing any C2 performed by
nonapproved applications from being effective, stopping intrusions such as this one.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiEDR, FortiClient, FortiAnalyzer, FortiGate
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Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1204.002

User Execution:
Malicious File

The actor uses weaponized Excel macros to perform initial execution.

Mitigation

Macro-based execution can be blocked through an EDR solution like FortiEDR or can be detected and
blocked by an AV product like FortiClient. FortiGate and FortiAnalyzer can be configured to ingest threat
intelligence from FortiGuard Labs, which can protect end-users from macros connecting to known
malicious C2.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiEDR, FortiClient, FortiAnalyzer, FortiGate

TA0005 – Defensive Evasion
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1218.007

Signed Binary Proxy
Execution: msiexec

The intrusion involved the use of two separate msi files executed by
default through msiexec. These installers dropped legitimate KiXtart and
Rebol interpreters and executed embedded malicious scripts.

Mitigation

Abuse of msiexec is best detected and mitigated through behavior monitoring through a modern EDR
solution like FortiEDR. Application whitelisting can also be used to restrict abuse for standard end-users.
Suspicious or malicious executables created by msiexec abuse may also be detected and quarantined by
AV solutions.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiEDR, FortiClient

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1202

Indirect Command
Execution

The intrusion involved the installation and execution of two uncommon
command line and scripting interpreters, KiXtart and Rebol, for indirect
execution.

Mitigation

Monitoring the behavior of all applications on an endpoint for suspicious activity is essential in catching
indirect execution. Application whitelisting or similar controls limit communication of risky application such
as through FortiEDR Communication Control Policies.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiEDRt

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1036

Masquerading: Match
Legitimate Name or
Location

Registry entry and file paths indicate low-level attempts to hide artifacts
as part of normal Google Chrome operations.

Mitigation

Data stacking can easily identify anomalous locations for legitimate executable names. Centralized logging
into a SIEM solution such as FortiSIEM can support such analysis activities. Behavioral detection through a
modern EDR solution like FortiEDR will also detect use of this TTP.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiSIEM, FortiEDR
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Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1602

Reflective Code Loading ReflectiveGnome loader is used to load and execute shellcode
downloaded from C2 directly on a compromised host.

Mitigation

Monitoring in-memory operations is best conducted through an EDR product. FortiEDR and other
modern EDR products are able to hook in-memory operations and detect and block suspicious inmemory operations.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiEDR

Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1497.001

Virtualization/Sandbox
The first stage script (KiXtart) performs process listing and system profiling.
Evasion: System Checks This information is sent to C2 prior to dropping the next stage (Rebol).

Mitigation

There are limited mitigations for this activity on an endpoint but typically this information is forwarded
to C2 for validation prior to further activity. Web monitoring and filtering can be employed to detect
and block communication of system check information back to adversary C2.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiGuard Web Filtering, FortiAnalyzer, FortiGate

TA0011 – Command and Control
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1105

Ingress Tool Transfer

Downloaded msi files contained various command and scripting interpreters
for use as part of the intrusion.

Mitigation

Deploy a network intrusion prevention system and systems designed to prevent data loss and
block sensitive data being sent over unencrypted protocols. FortiEDR will also identify anomalous
executables regardless of whether they have been renamed in an attempt to masquerade as a
legitimate file.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiGate, FortiAnalyzer, FortiEDR

TA0042 – Resource Development
Technique ID

Technique Description

Observed Activity

T1586.002

Compromise Accounts:
Email Accounts

The adversary appears to have compromised a legitimate email account and
used this account to distribute the phishing email(s) to victims.

Mitigation

Deploy an enterprise email security product that uses multilayered detection techniques, such as
reputation and content analysis, scanning contents of emails, as well as detect attempts to leak
data from your system, and encryption techniques to prevent your messages from being read by
eavesdroppers to help defend against constantly evolving threats. Enterprise email security products
also provide dynamic classification of a wide variety of emails. These include phishing, malware,
impostor threats, bulk email, and spam.
Fortinet Security Fabric Controls—FortiMail, FortiGate, FortiAnalyzer, FortiEDR
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IOCs
Indicator
Description

Indicator

Indicator Type

Associated
Tactic

Manulife_policy.xls

B602A512B58A089D5B2DF45CD43F778E811A9B83

SHA1 Hash

Initial Access

Excel document
containing macro
dropper

filter.msi

E6580034659BD9385D609204F8F8B4FFE9EF00EA

SHA1 Hash

Execution

First stage loader
(KiXtart)

svchost.exe

AF1C6129EF6BBC51B31C6CC64799CC6299047A39

SHA1 Hash

Execution/
Defensive Evasion

KiXtart executable
packaged with second
stage KiXtart dropper
(non-malicious)

svchost.bin

C00610EB7B4EB81CC71C96CF3BC5B5055E82F235

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Second stage KiXtart
dropper

loader.msi

9A1437AF2D653FC265472A47EDAB9F22D49B1941

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Second stage loader
(Rebol)

rebolview-278-3-1.exe

1DEF65DDE53AB24C122DA6C76646A36D7D910790

SHA1 Hash

Execution

Rebol application
packaged with
MirrorBlast (nonmalicious)

dwm-x32.exe

8AD3F5D6A7836315247C9E0C7B1FF1FF8F1B60DA

SHA1 Hash

Execution

32-bit
ReflectiveGnome
loader

dwm-x64.exe

521A9668DBCD2A7B4A9B41797D748C92ECB642F5

SHA1 Hash

Execution

64-bit
ReflectiveGnome
loader

exemple.rb

366337F7F7088F3ACCD78D6385216DBFAA6AF42E

SHA1 Hash

Execution

MirrorBlast sample

Dropper IP (Stage
One)

185.202.93[.]201

IP Address

Command and
Control

filter.msi is
downloaded from
this IP

Dropper IP (Stage
Two)

194.180.174[.]6

IP Address

Command and
Control

loader.msi is
downloaded from
this IP

C2 IP

169.239.128[.]11

IP Address

Command and
Control

MirrorBlast attempts
to download shellcode
from this IP

C2 Domain

fidufagios[.]com

Domain

Command and
Control

MirrorBlast attempts
to download shellcode
from this domain

1

"Kixtart Detokenizer," GitHub, accessed March 7, 2022.

2

"New MirrorBlast Malware Phishing Campaign Using Rebol-View Software," Minerva Labs, October 17, 2021.
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